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The original 2. It was replaced by a SOHC engine from this same family at the end of model year
The 2. The block was just about maxed out at this point, so the cylinders ended up pretty close
together, and the rods were crowding the pan rail, especially on the 97TM blocks. Some
rebuilders have commented that making the 2. Ford has made a number of changes and
improvements to the 4. Engineers revised the block, changed the heads, played with four
different cams and used four different rods, so it would take about 10 short blocks and even
more long blocks to rebuild all the combinations exactly the way Ford made them over the last
11 years. There have been three blocks used for the 4. Each one is unique in some way, so none
of them can be interchanged. The first 4. The dipstick hole measured about 0. The dipstick hole
remained the same at 0. The dipstick hole on this block was enlarged to about 0. Ford has used
four different cranks with five different casting numbers in the 4. The original crank casting was
the 90TM-AB. They both had a six-bolt flange for the flywheel and a short, angled notch
machined in the step at the back of the snout, but there was a subtle difference in the length of
the notch, depending on the casting. The notch in the original 90TM-AB shaft was 0. However, it
could become an issue when selling a crank kit because the gears are not interchangeable, so
you have to know which one the customer has in order to supply the matching crank.
Otherwise, you will have to specify the gear that needs to be used with the crank that is actually
boxed in the kit. Advertisement All of these cranks had a six-bolt flange for the flywheel. The
new 97JM-AC casting came with an additional step, the long keyway and an eight-bolt flange for
the flywheel. This was the same casting that was used in the SOHC 4. There have been three
different rods used in the 4. These rods vary from a low of grams to a high of grams, so you can
end up with a shaker unless you keep them in matched sets by weight. Some rebuilders weigh
each rod and others sort them based on the appearance of the weight pads on the bottom of the
big end see photo. Ford has used three different pistons in this engine over the years. The first
one had a small dish, the second one had a bigger dish and the most recent one is a lightweight
version of the deep-dish design. The 4. However, Ford chose to use the early pistons and the
early heads with the 97TM block so there was no need to certify a new calibration for just this
application. Advertisement Ranger and Explorer. The dish looked a little bit different this time,
but the real difference could be seen from the bottom of the piston. The skirts were thinner, the
pin bosses were closer together and there were cavities behind the ring lands on both sides, so
it weighed 50 grams less than the previous design. The ring grooves were moved closer to the
crown to reduce the crevice volume and the rings were narrower, too. It really gets interesting
when you get to the camshafts. There have been four different cams used over the last 10 years.
See Chart A for information. Which cams can you interchange? That all depends on who you
ask. Consider this a disclaimer and make your own decisions based on the information
available and your own experience. There have been three distinctly different heads with five
different casting numbers installed on the 4. The original 90TM casting had an oval-shaped
chamber that was slightly bigger in diameter on the intake side. Advertisement The exhaust
ports on the 98TM-AD were much narrower than they were on the earlier castings; they
measured 1. According to the engineers I have talked to, the smaller ports increased the
velocity of the exhaust gasses so they carried more heat down to the catalytic converter. With
all this in mind, there are some other things that rebuilders should be aware of when working on
these engines:. All of these engines had the same compression ratio whether they came with
the original heads with the open chambers or the newer ones with the heart-shaped chambers,
so they would seem to be interchangeable, but the computer calibration that was used for the
old-style heads with the open chambers will not work with the newer heads with the fast-burn
chambers. Many of the heads that were produced for the 4. Some of the later heads have cracks
around the oil drainback holes and quite a few are cracked in the chambers, so they should all
be carefully inspected before being rebuilt. The threaded plugs on the top tend to leak, too, so
they should be removed and reinstalled with sealer on the threads. Ford says they should be
torqued to 80 ft. Advertisement Rebuilders should also be aware that there are new aftermarket
heads available from several different sources. All of these engines had four studded mains that
were used to hold the windage tray in place under the crank. The two steel balls in the lifter
valley that are used to plug the oil galleries must be removed in order to clean the block
properly. They are almost impossible to remove from the top, but they can be driven out from
the bottom by coming up through the oil holes in the mains. The early crank gear has caused
problems for many rebuilders. The crank gear was timed to the crankshaft by the small tab on
the back of the gear that fit into the shallow notch that was machined in the step at the back of
the snout. There is nothing to hold the gear in place against this step until the damper is
installed, so it wants to slide forward and jump out of time during assembly, test and
installation. Advertisement The rear seal on the 4. Rebuilders should definitely install a sleeve
over the factory seal surface, but there are better alternatives in the aftermarket; Micro Sleeve

and Classic both offer sleeves for the 4. The pushrods and rockers on the 4. Rebuilders should
expect to rebuild or replace most of the rockers. Or, if you prefer to have someone do them for
you, rebuilt rockers are available from Delta Camshaft at You may want to consider
flame-hardening the tips, too. He found that the wear on the tips was loading the valves so hard
to one side that they were wearing out the guides and causing other problems in the process.
Advertisement Plan on buying a lot of new pushrods, too. Most of them are scuffed and worn on
the tip due to the lack of oil in the socket. More Most Read Articlesâ€¦. Magazine Current Issue
Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Doug Anderson. All of these
cranks had a six-bolt flange for the flywheel. RODS There have been three different rods used in
the 4. CAMS It really gets interesting when you get to the camshafts. HEADS There have been
three distinctly different heads with five different casting numbers installed on the 4. Rebuilders
should also be aware that there are new aftermarket heads available from several different
sources. The rear seal on the 4. Plan on buying a lot of new pushrods, too. In this article:. Watch
Engine Builder's latest discussions and explanations. Shop the latest Engine Builder
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Dr. Vikram Mittal and Nathan Aragon. By Engine Builder Staff. Engine of the Week: Ford 5.
Video: Ambient Temperatures and Diesel Engines. Video Series View More Videos. Podcasts
Listen To More Podcasts. Buyer's Guide Supplier Spotlight. Scat Enterprises Inc. Contact: Craig
Schenasi Phone: Fax: Learn More. Rated at a rather anemic horsepower, the 4. It also has an
unusual overhead cam drive setup. Unlike most other OHC V6 and V8 engines that drive both
overhead cams directly from the crankshaft with a belt or chain, this engine has an intermediate
jackshaft in the middle of the block where a pushrod cam would normally be located.
Advertisement Click Here to Read More Advertisement Unlike most other OHC V6 and V8
engines that drive both overhead cams directly from the crankshaft with a belt or chain, this
engine has an intermediate jackshaft in the middle of the block where a pushrod cam would
normally be located. A short timing chain on the front of the engine connects the crankshaft to
the intermediate jackshaft. A second, longer timing chain behind the first chain connects the
front of the jackshaft to the overhead cam on the left side of the engine. A third timing chain in
the back of the engine connects the rear of the jackshaft to the overhead cam in the right
cylinder head. It probably allowed the engine to be shorter and more compact. The noise is
most noticeable when a cold engine is first started, and is usually loudest from to rpm. The
same noise problem can also develop in and newer high-mileage engines as a result of chain
guide wear. In some instances, the guide may break and disintegrate and spew debris into the
oil pan. This may also cause one of the timing chains to break typically the front left chain.
Advertisement Fortunately, the 4. But it does create an expensive repair for the vehicle owner.
This timing chain cassette can be replaced without having to pull the engine out of the vehicle.
But, if the engine has a bad rear chain or guide, or a chain guide has failed and throws debris
into the crankcase, you will have to remove the engine to make the required repairs. That
includes removing the flywheel and flexplate so that the rear cam drive cassette can be
replaced, and pulling the oil pan so any debris in the oil pan and oil pickup screen can be
cleaned out. The redesigned Ford primary timing chain service kit includes an improved chain
tensioner and chain guide, chain, jackshaft and sprockets. But if the right head has to come off,
the only way to remove the head is with the engine out of the vehicle because of the rear cam
drive on the right head. This might be a viable alternative IF you can find a good used
low-mileage 4. A better option if your customer is willing to spend the money would be to install
a remanufactured engine. A reman engine from a reputable supplier should be completely
reconditioned to original specifications and come with an extended warranty. Advertisement
Some suppliers offer a three-year or 36,mile warranty with their reman engines. The lighter oil
will flow to the timing chain more quickly following a cold start and reduce the noise somewhat.
However, if the engine has a lot of miles on it more than , or changing motor oils makes no
difference, replacing the timing chain cassette s will likely be necessary to quiet the engine. As
we mentioned earlier, this is a rather involved repair procedure so always refer to the Ford
service literature for the step-by-step details. The jackshaft drive gear and cam drive gear
retaining bolts are TTY torque-to-yield and should not be reused. The rear jackshaft bolt is also
covered by a small circular plug on the back of the engine. The left front and right rear cam
drive cassettes for this engine are different, and the design and quality of the parts can vary
depending on the supplier. Some aftermarket suppliers buy their cam drive cassettes from the
same original equipment supplier that Ford uses, while others do not. Go with the genuine Ford
replacement parts or parts from a quality-brand aftermarket company. By comparing the spark
durations, you can quickly see if a spark plug is fouled or a cylinder has low compression
because the burn time for that cylinder will be longer. If you see a cylinder with a shorter burn
time, it would tell you that cylinder is running lean or the spark plug gap in that cylinder is worn

or set too wide. Ford TSB says the cure is to install a damper kit to dampen the annoying
vibration. Make sure you install the correct replacement plugs because the ones for the 4.
Though Ford diehards tend to stick with the original Motorcraft brand spark plugs, any brand of
spark plug will work in these engines provided the plug manufacturer has a listing for the
engine application. The plug gap is 0. The crankcase oil capacity on the 4. Special Topics
Webinars Video Podcasts. Magazine Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise
Subscribe Contact Us. By Larry Carley. Fortunately, the 4. Some suppliers offer a three-year or
36,mile warranty with their reman engines. Watch a webinar for free on-demand! Listen to the
latest Underhood Service podcast. Stay up to date with the latest Underhood Service news. By
Larry Carley Carley. By Andrew Markel. Video Series View More Videos. Sponsored Content. In
a pandemic-influenced world, driving habits may have changed, but not vehicle needs. The 4.
This evolutionary redesign of the American 2. A beefier cylinder head design eliminated the 2.
Hydraulic roller lifters replaced the simple hydraulic lifters used in the 2. However, one major
design fault was not completely eliminated: Valve rockers and upper pushrod tips still received
poor oil supply, resulting in eventual wear to these areas, and consequential valvetrain noise as
a result of the increased clearance. Required replacement of these parts is common in older
engines. Though there is some variation, typically hp is quoted as horsepower for applications.
In the 4. The difference between a SOHC 4. The SOHC engine uses a jackshaft in place of a
camshaft to drive a timing chain to each cylinder head. Three timing chains are used, one from
the crank to the jackshaft, one in the front of the engine to drive the cam for the left bank, and
one on the back of the engine to drive the cam for the right bank. The OHV engine has the cam
mounted above the crank. The cam and crank are joined in time by a timing chain. Lifters ride
on the cam and push rods that extend to rocker arms in the heads which push the valves. Ford
Ranger 4. The SOHC 4. More Articles:. Engine Displacement Cubic Inches. Compression Ratio.
Sequential Fuel Injection. Tune Up. Ignition Timing. Oil Capacity With Filter Change. Cooling
System Capacity Quarts. Torque Specifications. Main Bearing Bolts. Rod Bearing Bolts.
Crankshaft Pulley Bolts. Flywheel to Crankshaft Bolts. Exhaust Manifold. The 4. This
evolutionary redesign of the American 2. A beefier cylinder head design eliminated the 2.
Hydraulic roller lifters replaced the simple hydraulic lifters used in the 2. However, one major
design fault was not completely eliminated: Valve rockers and upper pushrod tips still received
poor oil supply, resulting in eventual wear to these areas, and consequential valvetrain noise as
a result of the increased clearance. Required replacement of these parts is common in older
engines. Though there is some variation, typically hp is quoted as horsepower for applications.
In the 4. The difference between a SOHC 4. The SOHC engine uses a jackshaft in place of a
camshaft to drive a timing chain to each cylinder head. Three timing chains are used, one from
the crank to the jackshaft, one in the front of the engine to drive the cam for the left bank, and
one on the back of the engine to drive the cam for the right bank. The OHV engine has the cam
mounted above the crank. The cam and crank are joined in time by a timing chain. Lifters ride
on the cam and push rods that extend to rocker arms in the heads which push the valves. First
off your MAF may be dirty. Check HERE on how to clean it. Then there are the obvious â€”
plugs, wires, dirty injectors. Tune up items basically. Also, if you get a problem with hesitation,
check the wires around the exhaust. One of the oxygen sen
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sor wires may have been damaged by the exhaust. Click HERE for more details. Tom Morana:
Offers numerous products for the 4. Camshaft is a more aggressive cam for 4. It is designed to
improve midrange power and torque. Pacesetter : Pacesetter offers headers for the 4. Hedman
Hedders: Offers headers for the 4. Since then, NOS has powered more racers than any other
brand of nitrous. From stock engines to race vehicles, jet skis to trucks, NOS has a kit for you.
Port your upper and lower intake. Porting opens this up and allows better flow. Knife edge the
intake side of the throttle body to remove the front lip. You can use a Dremel tool to grind, sand
and buff this area to obtain a smooth airflow in to the engine. You can also mill down the
butterfly to blend in to the shaft for a smoother air flow. For details on how to port your heads,
click HERE. Find their parts at Summit Racing. JetChip â€” Makes a module to reprogram the
engines computer. Click HERE. Tune Up. Torque Specifications.

